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IN BRIEF

Felix Stein

WORK, SLEEP, REPEAT

The abstract labour of German management consultants 248pp. Bloomsbury Academic. £85.
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Excel spreadsheets and PowerPoint slides are everywhere. Excel can generate a quantitative model of any
organization's past and its possible futures, often clarified in terms of money and staffing, free from the sediment
of personal relations and material processes. When deployed in managerial struggles, it is what anthropologists
call a "technology of enchantment". PowerPoint, with its pie charts and scatter diagrams, has come to shape its
users' thought. But its aesthetic of lucidity and cogency may go along with childish graphics, such as a
businessman scratching his head to illustrate "outstanding questions".

These are among the insights in Felix Stein's ethnography of German management consultants, Work, Sleep,
Repeat. In 2011, after studying social anthropology, he joined an international consultancy firm in Berlin,
pseudonymized here as "Strategic Partners", for nearly two years, and he followed this up with further research.
He was typical of the firm's recruits: recently graduated with firstclass degrees and largely ignorant of commerce
and industry, engaged on high salaries to work in teams advising major organizations in many different fields,
aware that the firm's policy is "up or out" (no one stays at a junior level for many years).

The consultancy industry is, according to Stein, "autopoietic", helping to create the conditions for its own
demand. Other commentators have wondered how its business model has been so financially successful,
despite criticisms often levelled at it. The strongest defence that Stein can cite for it is that an outside view from
intelligent novices can jolt experienced clients out of their habits. Otherwise his study tends to confirm that senior
partners are mainly concerned with securing new contracts, and that client company boards often make use of
consultants to smooth the way towards dismissal of workers. Stein is innovative in evoking the life-world of junior
consultants, which is like a continuous transit lounge: absurdly long hours secluded in hotel bedrooms and
windowless meeting rooms; a homogenizing dress code; pressures on health; lack of job security. The
consultants' labour is "abstract" in that it is elusive and emotionally disengaged, and has no product except
documents based on other documents.

Despite a plethora of bibliographic references - for it is adapted from a Cambridge doctoral thesis - Stein's
monograph is enlivened by his sensitivity to consultant-speak. Project "pitches" are constructed around a "pot of
gold" (a possible goal only just out of reach) or alternatively "imminent doom" (to be averted by taking the advice
offered). With his powers of observation and his mastery of the research literature on technocratic elites, Stein
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has written an original and witty book that goes beyond its immediate subject matter to reflect on the nature of all
work removed from obvious sources of economic value creation.
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